
Unassertive supervisors  
increase risk to the organization

Assertiveness for Supervisors: 
Improving Relationships with 
Employees

 Improve a supervisor’s ability to be assertive
 Help supervisors find the balance between being 

“pushy” and a “push-over.”
 Advance personal and organizational goals on time 
 Improve teamwork, trust, respect, and relationships 

with supervisees
 Avoid aggression in supervision or being a  

“people pleaser”
 Improving accountability of employees

Both employees and the organization depend on 
supervisors to deliver honest input, advance their goals, 
protect their interests, and develop a positive work 
culture that encourages trust and cooperation. 
To accomplish this, the supervisor must be a 
skillful communicator. Often the most difficult 
part of this communication is being assertive. 
Assertive supervisors know how to get things 
done without alienating others or creating 
drama. They motivate others to reach their 
full potential. It is an art and a skill that 
comes with practice. The bottom line: 
Being assertive is good for everyone, and 
this is why assertive supervisors are trusted 
and respected. 

This editable and brandable program 
(PowerPoint presentation, DVD, video, or self-
contained web course) educates employees/
supervisors about the content presented. This 
is a no-fluff program. It is fast moving, practical, 
and memorable. All formats include a reproducible, 
editable handout, and test questions to engage 
learners. Choose any format. Get two media formats 
and take 50% off the lower-priced format.

Phone 1-800-626-4327 or email  
publisher@workexcel.com for a FREE PREVIEW of the 
full program. Choose from multiple formats. Choose 
PowerPoint Sound Show for in-classroom education, or 
turn off the sound for live instructor training. The DVD 
format is perfect for any television monitor and most 
desk or laptop computers and its portability means 
you can send it anywhere your employees are located. 
Web movies upload to your server and become part of 
your Web site for 24/7 access by employees. The web 
course includes sound, test questions, handout(s), and 
a certificate of completion. 

Assertiveness for Supervisors: Improving 
Relationships with Employees

S049A Web Course* ............................................ $597
S049B PowerPoint (Editable with Sound)  .........  $397
S049C Web Movie/Video  .................................... $397
S049D DVD for Standard/Computer Player .......  $397
Running time: (A-25 min.) (B,C,D-10 min.)
*Web courses upload/operate on your Web site

“You have the right to be respected, appreciated, 
and treated with honesty. So do your employees. 
Assertiveness is the path to these ideals.”

Improve Productivity and Employee Harmony with 
More Assertive Supervisors

FREE PREVIEWRequest a

Formats A, B, C  

are digital downloads-

ready to use!  

(“DVD player disc” 

mailed USPS.)

ALL PROGRAMS AND PRODUCTS COMPLETE WITH 100% MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE!

1-800-626-4327 | FAX 1-843-884-0442      VISIT www.WorkExcel.com
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